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Always work on remembering.
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The gulf  that can ratchet open from the space in  
between our bodies. Specifically between the line from 
our borders (eyes, skin, etc.) to the places inside us that 
make sense of  the taps and pulses and weave them onto 
all the other things that have passed through. See how 
they hang. 

Use their drape to move forward.

: Somebody knocked the lichen off that tree. What could 
be more brutal?

 Body and place
 Home place: the culture of  belonging that is 
made there. I carry it with me to the city and on the trail 
home again.

Black dirt. Willow branch. Deep flesh-smell, Damp 
crumbling, the scratchy smooth bending underhand. 

The cold came and put my body in its place.
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: An eyelash.
: An old nail. 
Star shapes cut out of  the hide 
smoky and shredded.

I never got the teaching 
but his disappointed shudder gave it to me then.
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Three walls held up by their equal need to fall inwards.
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BORDERS

Something about thinking that locates the thoughts in 
your mind. Filaments looked at close, unweaving at their 
own pace, and growing out like the branches of  a wily 
vine. 

But the whole thread tugged at will search for tether 
points and shift the direction of  their little reaching cirrus.

I swaddle my thinking in metaphors—more sensory  
information that way. Saying what you mean is one 
thing, but saying a thing with pictures and blood memory 
attached is linking it. Or, it is leaning it. (He accused me 
of  becoming trapped by metaphors). Dressing a thought 
up in smells and texture makes it felt in all the places of  
your body that read those things. It puts another layer, 
a barrier between it and its middle—to help it stand up 
straight, or appear to be doing so. If  a distinction can  
be made between presentation and the thing—a 
thought—then it happens at that border, but the true 
edge of  a thing seeps in and wafts out—a rolling fog.

: It doesn’t matter that he thinks you’re trapped
: The trouble with my body started early. Value and target 
tied together in tight screeching knots.
Connecting 
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So many things to connect in any given instance.  
Connecting to metaphor allows you to direct responses 
through embodied, lived experience.

: Think more about shame.

Remembering is slimy.
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CONNECTING (EAT YOUR WEIGHT IN  
HONEY. GET THICK EYES)

Everything is everything. A thread pulled will tug at it all. 
Gobble it up and it changes you from the inside, becoming 
little pieces of  you. Your spit and your smell. 

I had to learn to be in the city when I was 14. How to 
take the bus and cross the street with the lights. I hated 
looking stupid so I got high.
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(AN EYELASH)
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I SAW A ROBOTIC DRAGONFLY AND IT 
MADE ME FEEL LIKE I WAS GOING TO DIE

OF EACH OTHER AND EMPATHY, ALTRUISM 
AND AWE

The violence we do to soft things: like brushing past, 
turning away. Like using straws that fill the bellies of  soft 
things; eels, turtles. Little jelly bodies. How to think past 
our next movement and understand the ripple of  that 
little violence? Small violence. Love things into violence.

Feelings
: Feelings are only in contrast
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PROTECT & HIDE

Purple ink at the bend.
Show me who’s calloused there. 
At the softest, lightest, warm part, 
and I’ll show you an old glow stick. 
Tube shattered and un-fluorescent. 

Capfuls of  pine sol in the water to keep you sick.

 From self  and inside of  self  

 The sleeve-darkness is protective, too. If  the mid-
dle void is discovered false advertising can’t be argued. 
Sitting on top the mirror of  its surface obscures its depth 
and current.

Cultivating just the right amount of  sadness so it shines 
rich like a slick black pool, begging to be peered at by 
those who like to catch a reflection.

If  you make it pretty, someone will want it.
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(You devour yourself  because there is nothing else nearby.)

 Is it a barrier or a prism? A scrim of  light: dancing 
and 10 feet taller than the shadow maker 

unyoking the bits and making them beam, beam, beam. 

Gems are tricks

: Agate is shiny past the surface to distract from hollow 
in the middle. All the slips and turns of  this thought to 
distract from the hollow center.

What has convinced me that the empty middle is there? 
Internalized worthlessness, or its existence. 
I feel like I’ve seen it, but who can remember which came 
first? I shouldn’t be worried that people will get to that 
part. It exists tied to the parts that they seem to like. They 
are the same. 

The ultimate fear of  rejection, 
loneliness,
the pit of  shame
is the most intolerable emotion.


